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The bounds for truncation error in sampling expansions with sampled zero-th,
first and second order derivatives are studied. The result shows that the upper
bounds for truncation error (EN(Z), E&Z), E;(Z)) decrease respectively as sampling
points (N) increase if B and k are constants. In addition to the result mentioned
above the upper bound for truncation error with sampled zero-th and first order
derivatives is about

I sin@z) I(1 +2WEk))/~/7(Nn--l iBz 11
times as large as the upper bound for the truncation error with sampled zero-th
order derivatives.

I. INTRODUCTION
The bounds for truncation error of a sampling expansion were treated by many authors;
rakizawa,c’,z) Helms and Thomas,@) Papoulis,c425) Brown,@) and Jagerman.c” A bound for truncation
error of Shannon’s sampling expansion with sampled zero-th and first order derivatives was investigated

by Helms and Thomas. (3) Recently, a bound for truncation error of the generalized sampling expansion with sampled zero-th, first, and second order derivatives was mentioned by Takizawa.(‘ye)
In this paper, we shall discuss more precisely the truncation error of sampling expansions (with
sampled higher order derivatives), in which the successive sampling points are equally spaced.
II. TRUNCATION ERROR IN THE SAMPLING EXPANSION WITH
SAMPLED ZERO-TH ORDER DERIVATIVES
The sampling expansion for an entire function f(z) reads as followsC1):

with fn=f(An), gI,=g’(&,), K=const. Sampling points I,(n=integers) are simple zeros of an entire
function g(z). z and A, are taken to be real. The summation over n means to cover all the
sampling points.
We shall consider the truncation error en(z) of sampling expansion (1) defined by:
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(3) H. D. Helms and J.B. Thomas: Proc. IRE 50, 179 (1962).
(4 ) A. Papoulis: Proc. IRE 54, 947 (1966).
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(2)
Here N is a positive integer. From (1) and (2), we have:

(LN<Z<lN).

(3)

N OW we shall put g(z)=sin@z) @>O) in (l)-(3), and we obtain sampling points rt,=nnj/3 (nintegers).
Applying Cauchy’s inequality to (3), we have:

with 1 g; I=B.
We shall mention that l/(Bz-u)* (p>O) is a monotonic decreasing’ function of u
Hence we obtain:

(Bz<NN
.

r0r opz.

(5)

From (5) we have:

(Bz<W

i

(6)

Similarly, we obtain:

.

{

(--Nn<Pz)

(7)

Putting (6) and (7) into (4), we have:
(8)
with
KN= IX I

n>N

fn l4)1/2, and Lv= tnF_$ffl Iz)i'rs

(9)

In order to estimate 1 .cN(z) I, we shall assume that
E,~{~_~z’~*l

f(Z)

j’d ~}~~<-+a,

(JO)

Here k is a positive integer. Function f(z) is entire, thus zk.f(z) is also entire. Hence we can
write(2,%Q).

with a=nJa.
Functions {sin(Bz+r-nn)/(Bz+r-nn):
--co<z<+co, i.e.

s

= sin(/3z+T-mmn)
_m Pz+r-mn

n=integers) are an orthogonal system in the interval

sin(Oz+T--r) dz= ZC-.J
13z+r-nn
B ll&,~*

l

(12)

Hence we obtain the following expression from (10) and (11):
( 8) C. E. Shannon: Bell System Tech. J. 27, 379 and 623 (1948).
(9 ) C. E. Shannon and W. Weaver: Muthemufical Theory of Communication (Univ. of Illinois Press, 1949).
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(13)
Accordingly we have:
(m=positive integer)

(14)

i. e.
2m1

pm I fn I”

s&&5 *

(15)

We calculate from (9)

with m =2”.(N+ 1).
obtain :

(CY= non-negative integers, N=a positive integer) Putting (15) into (16), we

(17)

hence, we have:
1
&
p.
hG ,kW/zL(~‘,&.&k

’

(18)

Similarly, we obtain:
1
Ek
y.
=fl~aL+cGX(NSl)k*&4-~

(19

Putting (18) and (19) into (8), we have:

l EN(Z)

1 <

I sWz>

I

.{

Ek
__}.
&+UP).(N+ 1)L,,‘~Z@

r/n

(-NnJl3<z<Nnf/3)

(20)

From (20) we obtain:

6s
ak+('fl'.(N+ 1)*.,//l -4-k
As a special case, we put z=n/(2/3) into (21), and we have:
I b’@/213) 1 s-;(-;)k+‘l/a’

l

(N+1)“;;- ’ I/N_;~,~).

(22)

As for the numerical examples, we shall take constants B, N, and k, to be such values as listed
in Table I. The values of the right-hand side of (22) are listed in the last column. These values
decrease when N increases.
Table Z

1

k

The values of the right-hand
side of (22)

4
6

1
1

0.2OlE1
0.118&

12

1

O.ME,

24

1

0.016E1

N

I
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III. TRUNCATION ERROR IN THE SAMPLING EXPANSION WITH
SAMPLED ZERO-TH AND FIRST ORDER DERIVATIVES
A sampling formula which includes sampled zero-th and first order derivatives of an entire
function f(z) is expressed by(‘):
(23)
with f,(r) = f cP)(A,,), g:r’) =gc”‘(&J, K=const. Sampling points 2, (n=integers) are second order zeros
of an entire function g(z). The summation over n means to cover all the sampling points.
MTe shall consider the truncation error in the sampling expansion (23) for real z and ;(,, (n=
integers). Let E&(Z) be a truncation error defined by:

.

Here N is a positive integer.
We shall put g(z)=sin’@z) in (23) and (24). Sampling points J,=nn/&n=integers) are zeros of
second order of g(z). Applying the Cauchy inequality to (24), we have:

with
I g:Q I=2B*, and 1 gi3) I=O.
l/(Pz-u)’ and l/(Pz-u)” are monotonic decreasing functions of u for u>pz.
Hence we obtain:

(z<NnlP)

(26)

and
(27)
Similarly, we have:

(- Nn/P<z)

(28)

and
(29)
Mre shall take K ,,., KA,, L ,,., and r*, as expressed in (30).
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with a=r/P.
Putting (26)-(30) into (25), we obtain:

and
(33)
1 E;(Z) I can be obtained by estimating the quantities Kv and L& ITow we shall assume that
E;s{J;I z2k. 1 z.f’(z)

I”dZ)LA< +

(34)

CQ.

Here k is a positive integer. Function f(z) is entire, hence f’(z) and zk+**f’(z)
we can writec*~8~8):

zk.(z.f’(~))=uk.n+~,(n)k.(nu.f~). 2;;?$$;) .

are also entire. Thus

(35)

From (12), (34), and (35) we have:
(E;)‘=J_-r” -1 z-f’(z)

I’&= dk+l.

(36)

From (36) and (30), we make calculations similar to (14)-(17) and obtain:
K;YG

EL
ak+“‘L’.(N+l)k

1
‘,,,/114-k

(37)

;

Similarly, we have:
,
Ei
L~’ &+c’P’.(N+l)k

1

(38)

p.
*r/l-4-k

Putting (18), (19), (37), and (38) into (31), we obtain:
1 E;(Z) I<

Isin’w

I
- - - * { ak+~““:(N+l)’
*r/nEk + 2E;
__- _. ),

Ekf 2E;.
4

d3(Nr - Pz))” + r/3(@sN~n)~-

(I z I <Nr/@

(39)

From (39) we have:

As a special case, we put z=n/(2& into (40), and we obtain:
(41)

.

-_-

with
I s’,“’ I-W,

gp ]=O, and I g’,) I= 6Op.

Expression (44) leads to:
[ E ; ( Z ) I<1

sins@2

(45)
with

for

Functions l/(Pz-u)“, l/(Bz-u)‘, and ~/(~z-zJ)~ in (45) are monotonic decreasing functions of II
We make similar calculations as in (5)-(7), obtaining:

u>Bz.

._
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Putting (49) into (45), we have:

1 c;(z) j can be obtained by estimating the quantities K;I, Li. We shall assume that

Here k is a positive integer. Function f(z) is entire, hence f”(z) and .~*+~.f7’(z)
we can write (2, 8, 9):

are also entire. Thus

(52)
From (12), (51), and (52), we obtain:

From (53) and (46), we make similar calculations as mentioned in (14)-(17). Thus we have:
I,
1
__--Et p. __(54)
K;;G &+c’P’.(N+l)t
//1-4-x ; _
Similarly, we have:
E;
u a”‘C’P).(N+l)”

1
._-.
//i_4_k.

(55)

Putting (18), (19), (37), (38), (54), and (55) into (50), we have:
I E;(z) I
(-Nn<Bz<Nn)

(56)

From (56) we obtain:
1 E;;(Z) 1 <

__Pwz)l . {
J7F’

.{

E,+2E;+2E;:
E*
~.
j.
d5(Nn--l Pi])” + 2/Nn-I pz I

(I Pz I<Nn)

(57)

As a special case, we put z=n/(2@ into (57), and we have:
1 ~;;(n/2/3) ] <..f, {I -f-)k+lfl. (N+ l,&-k_}.{$$$.&~.;+ -_-E”._L>
2/N-(1/2)

(58)

As for the numerical examples we shall take constants /3, N, and k, to be such values as listed in
Table III. The values of the right-hand side of (58) are listed in the last column. These values
decrease as N increases.
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Table III
B

N

6

4
6

6
6
6

I

12
24

/

1
/
I

k

.I
:
1

I

The values of the right-hand
side of (58)

! 7.7X10-‘.(&+2E:+2E:‘)+1.0X10-“E,
1 1.8x 10-‘.(Elf2E:+2E:‘)f5.9~ 10-2*E,
I 1.5x10-5*(&+-2E:+2E;‘)+2.2x10-%!?‘
j ~.3X10-s*(Rf2E~+2E~‘)~8.0xIO-~~~~

V. CONCLUSION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The bounds for truncation error are estimated by using sampling expansions which take into account
the sampled zero-th, first, and second order derivatives. The result shows that the value of the righthand side of (40) is [ sin(l3z) I* {I +2(Ei/E,)j/{//3(Nn-j /3z I)) times as large as the value of the same
side of (21), when z lies between -Nz/fl and Nn//3.
In addition, the values of the right-hand side of (22), (41), and (58) decrease when N increases, as
are shown in the Tables I, II, and III, respectively.
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